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(54) A SYSTEM FOR TEMPORARILY COUPLING A LANDING DOOR TO A CAR DOOR IN AN 
ELEVATOR INSTALLATION WITH SLIDING DOORS

(57) A system (100) for temporarily coupling a car
door (1) to a landing door (30) of an elevator installation
with sliding doors, the system (100) comprising a male
device (101) attached to a leaf (2) of the car door (1) and
having a male group (4) with a front vane (4a) and a rear
vane (4b) and a female device (102) with a receiving
group (24) that has a first and second support element
(22, 23) and that can be fastened to a leaf (32) of the
landing door (2), in which the male group (4) does not
have the ability to expand between the first and second
support elements (22, 23) of the female device (102),
while the first and second support elements (22, 33) of

the female device (102) can be moved, being able to
adopt several relative positions, at least one being a
standby position a), in which a suitable distance is deter-
mined therebetween so that the male group (4) moves
or is arranged with a space between said first and second
support elements (22, 23); and another position is an
operating position b), in which, given the movement of
said first and second support elements (22, 23) towards
one another, a distance is determined therebetween
which reduces the space with the male group (4) or which
is enough to adjust or hold between them the said male
group (4).
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Description

Technical field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to a system for temporarily
coupling a landing door to a car door in an elevator in-
stallation with sliding doors. The system is of the type
that comprises a male device attached to a car door leaf
and a female device attached to a landing door leaf, both
prepared to be coupled together when the car stops at
the level of the landing and the car doors are actuated in
the opening or closing direction thereof. This coupling
enables the movement of the car door to be transmitted
to the landing door for the joint sliding thereof.

Background of the invention

[0002] The known systems for temporarily coupling a
landing door to a car door in an elevator installation with
sliding doors comprise two parts: a male part that travels
with a leaf of the car door, and a female part that travels
with a leaf of the landing door. These male and female
parts are prepared to be mechanically coupled together
when the car stops at the level of the landing and the car
doors are actuated. This coupling enables both the car
doors and the landing doors to move together during the
opening and closing operations.
[0003] An elevator installation often comprises a car
that travels through the well of the installation and several
landings at different levels. The implementation of the
aforementioned systems requires equipping the car with
the male device and equipping each landing with its own
female device. It is important that these devices should
only be coupled when the car is conveniently stopped at
the level of a landing and the car door is operated to be
opened and closed. Therefore, during the transit of the
car through the well of the elevator installation, there
should not be any interference or mechanical coupling
between the male device that travels with the car and the
female devices attached to the doors of the landings of
the installation through which the car can transit without
stopping.
[0004] To reach this objective, many proposals are
known based on providing the male device of a male
group with two contact surfaces, conventionally formed
on elongated, vertically orientated elements that are
known in the art as vanes; and providing the female de-
vices with a receiving group that assembles two stops
that are separated from each other by a horizontal dis-
tance greater than that which separates the vanes. These
male and female devices are arranged in the car and in
the landings such that during the transit of the car through
the landing, the set of vanes can pass between the stops
unhindered; and such that when a car stops at the level
of a landing, the vanes remain arranged between the
aforementioned stops.
[0005] As such, under these circumstances, in other
words, with the car stopped at the level of a landing, cou-

pling with the male device occurs and the stops of the
female device provide the male group with a mechanism
that ensures the expansion thereof, by means of sepa-
rating the vanes from each other, when the leaf of the
car door leaves the position that the closed car door had.
The expansion of the male group, due to separation of
the vanes, causes the male group to remain locked or
fitted by pressure between the stops of the female device,
thereby producing coupling that will allow the car and
landing doors to move together.
[0006] Proposals of this type are described, for exam-
ple, in the patent documents EP 0839753; EP1497217;
and EP1524233.
[0007] The mechanism that ensures the separation of
the vanes, in the different known versions thereof, re-
quires articulated levers, elastic means and other mov-
able components subjected to many work cycles
throughout the useful life of the installation. This results
in misalignments and therefore requires relatively inten-
sive maintenance of the installation, which leads to op-
erating costs. Improper maintenance leads to installation
failures in the long term that are caused by breakage,
misalignments or wear of non-replaceable components
over time.
[0008] An objective of the present invention is a system
that resolves these drawbacks. Specifically, an objective
of the invention is a system that is simpler in terms of
construction and subject to less wear, which therefore
leads to lower production and operating costs.
[0009] The known systems, in addition to carrying out
the main function of coupling the car and landing doors,
sometimes provide or complement other functions, es-
pecially safety functions, for example, preventing car or
landing doors from opening when coupling of the male
device and the female device does not occur.
[0010] This fact has caused the known entraining de-
vices to be, if possible, more complex because in addition
to having to be equipped with the mechanism that en-
sures the expansion of the male group, they must also
incorporate other mechanisms that lock and unlock the
movement of the doors. Similarly, this fact has also
caused the coupling devices attached to the landing
doors to be more mechanically complex.
[0011] Another objective of the invention is that the
greater simplicity of the coupling system does not impede
the integration thereof with other mechanisms of the in-
stallation, such as safety mechanisms that ensure the
locking and unlocking of the movement of the doors when
the proper safety conditions are provided.
[0012] It is also desirable that there are no gaps be-
tween the start of the movement of the leaf or leaves of
the car door and of the leaf or leaves of the landing door
during the opening operation. Sometimes the mecha-
nism that ensures the expansion of the male group is
activated when the leaf of the associated door starts to
move in the opening direction of the door, which means
that the true coupling between the male device and the
female device occurs moments after the leaf of the car
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door has begun to move.

Description of the invention

[0013] The system proposed by the present invention
combines in a known manner a male device, which is
located between a car door actuator and the leaf of the
car door and has a male group with a forward vane and
a rear vane, and a female device, which has a receiving
group with a first and second support element and can
be fastened to the leaf of the landing door, such that the
male group of the male device can transit or remain ar-
ranged with space between the first support element and
a second support element when the car passes through
the landing without stopping or when the car stops at the
level of the landing, respectively, the car and landing
doors adopting the closed position thereof.
[0014] Advantageously, the system of the invention
does not necessarily have to expand the male group in
each door opening operation and it bases the coupling
on moving the support elements of the female group in
order to hold between them or adjust the aforementioned
male group. The active part of the coupling is moved to
the landing, the female devices of which are subject to a
very low number of work cycles since they only operate
when the car stops at the corresponding landing.
[0015] For this reason, while in the system according
to the invention the male group does not have the ability
to expand between the first and second support elements
of the female device, the first and second support ele-
ments of said female device are movable, being able to
adopt several relative positions, at least one being a
standby position a), in which a suitable distance is deter-
mined therebetween so that the male group moves or is
arranged with a space between said first and second
support elements; and another position is an operating
position b), in which, given the movement towards one
another, a distance is determined therebetween which
reduces the space with the male group or which is enough
to hold or adjust them together to said male group for
coupling between the male device and the female device.
[0016] Furthermore, the system is prepared so that the
change between the standby position a) and the operat-
ing position b) occurs, the male group being arranged
between the first and second support elements, when
said male group is moved by the actuator in the opening
direction of the car door and applies a pushing force
against the first support element.
[0017] In one embodiment, the male group is assem-
bled on a support joined to the actuator and coupled with
a certain amount of play between a first and second end
position A) and B) to a base fastened to the leaf of the
car door, being able to adjust the assembly of the male
device in the car in a way that the support adopts the first
end position A) when the door is closed, such that when
moving the actuator in the direction that ensures the
opening of the car door in a first phase of said opening
operation the support will move with respect to the base

until the support adopts the second end position B) there-
of, and in a second phase of the opening operation by
stopping of the support against the base, the first will
entrain the second with movement, thereby moving the
leaf of the car door.
[0018] As described in greater detail below, a gap be-
tween the start of the movement of the leaves of the car
and landing door is thus avoided, since these doors will
not start to move until the male group is uncoupled be-
tween the first and second contact elements of the re-
ceiving group of the female device.
[0019] According to a constructive manner of interest,
the support of the male group is assembled on the base
in a movable way but guided by means of a set of pins
and sliders, the respective first and second end positions
A), B) of the support with respect to the base being de-
termined by stops.
[0020] It is envisaged that the stops are formed by the
ends of the sliders, but there are other possible solutions
for determining the course of the support with respect to
the base.
[0021] In a variant of interest, the male device is pre-
pared to actuate interlocking means of the car door in a
closed door position and enable the movement of the
leaf of the car door only when the coupling between the
male group and the support elements of the receiving
group is satisfactory.
[0022] For this reason, in one embodiment the forward
vane is movable with respect to the support and towards
the rear vane; and the base is equipped with movable
interlocking means configured to cooperate with a fixed
element of the car to prevent the movement of said base,
and therefore that of the leaf of the door, at the start of
an opening operation of the door, these interlocking
means being actuated by the movement of the forward
vane in the direction towards the rear vane.
[0023] The interlocking means can comprise a hook
articulated to the base having a cam surface configured
to receive the support and push of a sensing element
connected to the forward vane when the support is in the
second end position B) thereof with respect to the base.
In this position, the movement of the forward vane will
be transmitted to the articulated hook.
[0024] Several options are possible so that the move-
ment of the forward vane is controlled.
[0025] Thus, in one embodiment the forward vane is
rotatable or foldable around a longitudinal axis but adopts
a standby position by default which is essentially normal
to the plane of the leaf and from which it can rotate to-
wards the rear vane by loading an elastic means.
[0026] This elastic means tends to arrange the forward
vane in the position thereof by default. The elastic means
can be a component that connects a fixed part with the
forward vane, such as a spring, to several of these, or a
part of material with flexible properties.
[0027] As explained below, the movement of the for-
ward vane will be ensured by the reaction force that the
first support element of the receiving group of the female
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device will exert on this forward vane when the male
group pushes it to start the joint movement of the leaves
of the car and landing door.
[0028] With regard to this female device, in one em-
bodiment the first support element of the receiving group
adopts the standby position a) by default, either due to
the effect of gravity or by other means, while the second
support element is turned by a force that tends to arrange
it in the operating position b), having, nevertheless, a
contact surface aimed to cooperate with a fixed compo-
nent of the landing such that when the landing door is
closed, this fixed component of the landing forces the
second support element to adopt the standby position a).
[0029] The female device allows for an adjustment on
the landing such that, when the first support element re-
ceives a push from a male group arranged between the
first and second support elements in the direction that
ensures the opening of the landing door, the first support
element will move towards the operating position b) in a
first phase of the opening operation, and the receiving
group will move together with the associated leaf of the
door in a second phase of the opening operation, sepa-
rating the second support element from the fixed com-
ponent that prevents the rotation thereof so that it will
also adopt the operating position b) thereof to hold or
adjust to the male group with the first support element.
[0030] Similar to the male device, the system is com-
patible with the provision of means for locking the opening
of the landing door.
[0031] Thus, in accordance with an embodiment, the
female device comprises locking means with a movable
lock configured to cooperate with a fixed protrusion of
the landing to prevent the movement of the receiving
group, and therefore the leaf of the door, at the start of
an opening operation of the landing door, the first support
element being connected to said movable lock, this mov-
able lock being actuated by the movement of the first
support element between the standby position a) and
operating position b).
[0032] Advantageously, the movement of the leaf of
the landing door will only be enabled if the first support
element effectively moves, in other words, if there is cou-
pling with guarantees with the male group of the male
device.
[0033] According to a possible constructive solution,
the movable lock is configured as a lever that can rotate
around a rotation axis, comprising an arm or power area
where the first supporting element is joined to and an
arm or resistance area generally configured as a hook.
[0034] In a variant of interest, the movable lock is con-
figured such that the first supporting element is in the
standby position a) due to gravity.
[0035] Other variants are possible, in which either the
intervention of an elastic means, such as a spring, or the
prior deformation of a component with elastic properties
assist in arranging the first support element towards the
standby position a).
[0036] According to a possible constructive solution,

the second support element can rotate around an eccen-
tric axis and has a counterweight that generates the force
that tends to arrange it in the operating position b) thereof
due to gravity.
[0037] Other variants are possible, in which either the
intervention of an elastic means, such as a spring, or the
prior deformation of a component with elastic properties
assist in arranging the second support element towards
the operating position b).
[0038] According to another characteristic, it is envis-
aged that an eventual push of the male group on the
second support element during a closing operation of the
landing door does not cause this second support element
to rotate towards the original position thereof.
[0039] For this, the second support element can be
configured such that in the operating position b) the point
or contact area that would receive the eventual push of
the rear vane of the male group is located on one side
of the horizontal projection of the axis around which this
second support element rotates, which is different from
the side that this point or contact area occupies when the
second support element is in the standby position a).

Brief description of the drawings

[0040]

Figs. 1 and 2 are front views of a male device of a
system according to the invention, in positions that
correspond to a closed car door position and a cou-
pling position with the female device and start of
movement of the car door, respectively;

Figs. 3a and 3b are detailed views of the male device
in the positions of Figs. 1 a and 1 b, respectively,
with some components having been removed from
the male device in order to show the actuation of the
interlocking means;

Fig. 3c, is a detailed perspective view of the male
device to show the actuation of the interlocking
means;

Figs. 4a and 4b show a female device of a system
according to the invention and the assembly ar-
rangement thereof on a landing, respectively, both
in a closed landing door position;

Figs. 5a and 5b the female device and the assembly
arrangement thereof on a landing, respectively, both
in a partially open door position during an opening
operation of the landing door; and

Figs. 6 and 7 are schematic compositions that show
the male and female devices of a system according
to the invention before and during the coupling there-
of, respectively.
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Detailed description of an embodiment

[0041] The system 100 that exemplifies the invention
comprises two parts that cooperate together to achieve
temporary coupling between a car door and a landing
door of an elevator installation. Of these two parts, one
is a male device 101 that is assembled in the car and the
other is female device 102 that is assembled in a landing.
[0042] Figs. 1 a and 1 b are front views of the male
device 101 and they show the different positions adopted
by the basic components thereof during an operation for
opening doors.
[0043] This male device 101 essentially comprises a
support 5, joined to an actuator 3 of the car door, that is
of a belt type in the example, in order to move together
with this actuator 3 during the opening and closing oper-
ations of the door; and a support 10 that is fastened to a
leaf 2 of the car door which therefore moves together
with this door. To better understand the drawings, only
one part of this leaf 2 has been symbolically represented
in Figs. 1 a and 1 b. Likewise, only one part of the shaft
of the car 1 has been symbolically and partially repre-
sented.
[0044] The support 5 and the base 10 are connected
mechanically. In the example, the support 5 and the base
10 are coupled in a movable way but guided by means
of a set of pins 8 and sliders 9, such that the support 5
can move with respect to the base 10 between a first and
second end position A) and B), respectively shown in
Figs. 1 a and 1 b.
[0045] In turn, the support 5 assembles a male group
4 that is intended to mechanically couple with a female
device of a landing door. A characteristic of the male
device 101 of the present invention is that the male group
4 does not expand to couple to the aforementioned fe-
male device, but rather, it will be held by the female de-
vice, which has an active role as compared to the passive
role of the male group 4 with regard to coupling.
[0046] In the example, the base 10 is equipped with
movable interlocking means 19 configured to cooperate
with a fixed element 18 of the car to prevent the move-
ment of said base 10, and therefore that of the leaf 2 of
the door, at the start of an opening operation of the land-
ing door. These interlocking means comprise a hook 15
articulated to the base 10 and the male device 101 is
prepared to actuate the hook 15 in the direction that will
enable the movement of the base 10 when the coupling
between the male group 4 and the female device occurs.
[0047] For this, the male group 4 is provided with a
forward vane 4a and a rear vane 4b, the first of which is
able to move towards the second. In the embodiment
shown, the forward vane 4a is rotational with respect to
the support 5 and is turned by elastic means 7 that tend
to arrange it in a standby position, the position that it
adopts in Fig. 1, since it is able to rotate around a longi-
tudinal axis and towards the rear vane 4b, overcoming
the force that said elastic means 7 exert on the forward
vane 4a. The elastic means 7 can be formed by a spring,

a resilient component or a component with flexible prop-
erties by means of which the vane 4a is fastened to the
support 5 or to a secured component thereof. In any case,
the vane 4a has an arm that projects towards the hook
15 with a sensing element 16 that supports and pushes
on a cam surface 15a provided for said purpose in the
hook 15 when the forward vane 4a is rotated by an ex-
ternal force towards the rear vane 4b, the support 5 being
in the second end position B) thereof with respect to the
base 10. This external force will be the reaction force that
the female device will exert on the forward vane 4a when
the male group 4, driven by the actuator 3 of the car door,
pushes said female device during an opening operation
of the doors. The interaction between the sensing ele-
ment 16 and the complementary cam surface 15a is
shown in Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c, which will be mentioned
again below.
[0048] A female device 102 especially suitable for hold-
ing the male group 4 is illustrated in Figs. 4a and 5a,
shown in the operator of a landing door 30 in Figs. 4b
and 5b.
[0049] Essentially, the female device 102 comprises a
receiving group 24 that can be fastened to a leaf 32 (see
Figs. 4b and 5b) of the landing door and will move to-
gether with this leaf, on which the aforementioned first
and second movable support elements 22 and 23 are
supported, which can adopt at least the relative positions
of Figs. 4a and 5a, respectively, which we will refer to
hereinafter as the standby position a) and operating po-
sition b).
[0050] In the present example, the first support ele-
ment 22 of the receiving group 24 is supported on a type
of lever that can be rotated around a rotation axis 22a
that it has, if no other external force is applied to the first
support element 22 in the standby position a) of Figs. 4a
and 4b. This position can be forced by the effects of grav-
ity, the effects of elastic means or by a combination of
both.
[0051] The second support element 23 is turned by a
force that tends to arrange it in the operating position b)
that it adopts in Figs. 5a and 5b, however, the receiving
group 24 is designed to be able to be adjusted in the
assembly such that a contact surface 23c (see Fig. 5a)
of said second support element 23 stops against a con-
tact part of the fixed component 27 of the landing (see
Fig. 5b) when the landing door is closed (see Fig. 4b),
such that the fixed component 27 forces the second sup-
port element 23 to adopt the standby position a) of Figs.
4a and 4b.
[0052] In the example, the lever that supports the first
support element 22 carries out the function of locking
means 28 in the form of a movable lock 28a that coop-
erates with a fixed protrusion 29 (see Fig. 5b) of the land-
ing to prevent the movement of the receiving group 24,
and therefore the leaf 32 of the landing door, at the start
of an opening operation of the landing door.
[0053] Specifically, the first support element 22 is
joined to a power area of the movable lock 28a, the re-
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sistance area of which is generally configured as a hook
for the latching thereof to the fixed protrusion 29 of the
landing, such that the movable lock 28a will be actuated
to enable the movement of the leaf 22 of the landing door
by the movement of the first support element 22 towards
the operating position b) thereof.
[0054] The system 100 is thus prepared so that when
the support elements 22 and 23 adopt the standby posi-
tion a) the car 1 can stop at the height of the landing 30,
the male group 4, remaining static, with a space between
the first and second support elements 22 and 23. This
situation is schematically represented in Fig. 6.
[0055] From this situation, the system 100 operates
during the opening operation of the car and landing doors
in the following way:

- In a first phase of the opening operation, the actuator
3 will move the support 5 of the male device 101 in
the direction indicated by the arrows of Fig. 1 from
the first end position A) to the second end position
B), shown in Fig. 2. These end positions will be de-
termined by the stopping of the pins 9 against the
ends of the associated sliders 8.

[0056] In other embodiments, there may be removable
stops, for example, in the sliders 8 in order to conveniently
regulate the range of movement of the support 5 on the
base 10.
[0057] This movement of the support 5 from the first
end position A) thereof to the second end position B)
thereof with respect to the base 10 will occur without, for
the time being, moving the leaf 2 of the car door impeded
by moving to the latching of the hook 15 on the fixed
element 18.

- In a second phase of the opening operation, the sup-
port 5, by the stopping of the pins 9 against the ends
of the sliders 8, will now be entrained in movement
to the base 10, which in turn will move the leaf 2 of
the car door.

[0058] The forward movement of the assembly formed
by the support 5 and the base 10 produces the contact
and pushing of the forward vane 4a of the male group 4
against the first contact element 22 of the receiving group
24 of the female device 102.
[0059] Two effects are thus produced. On one hand,
the movable lock 28a on which said first support element
22 is fastened is required to rotate in the direction indi-
cated by the arrow in Fig. 7, unlatching from the fixed
protrusion 29 and enabling the movement of the receiving
group 24 and with it, that of the leaf 32 of the landing door.
[0060] On the other hand, the reaction force exerted
by the first support element 22 on the forward vane 4a
of the male group 4 causes the folding of the forward
vane 4a in the direction indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3a.
With the support 5 in the second end position B), the
sensing element 15, which has the forward vane 4a, sup-

ports and then pushes against the cam surface 15a of
the hook 15, as shown in the details of Fig. 3c, pushing
the hook 15 to make it rotate in the direction indicated in
Fig. 3b. The rotation of the hook 15 then enables the
movement of the base 10 and with that of the leaf 2 of
the car door in the opening direction thereof.
[0061] Consequently, the leaves of the landing and car
door 2 and 32 being enabled for movement, respectively,
the male group 4, moved by the actuator 3, entrains the
receiving group 24 in movement and with it now the leaf
32 of the associated car door, moving said leaves 2, 32
of the car and landing doors together, respectively.
[0062] It is worth noting that the movement of the re-
ceiving group 24 will separate the second support ele-
ment 23 from the fixed component 27 which forced it to
adopt the position illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b, going on
to automatically adopt the position illustrated in Figs. 5a
and 5b, the set of support elements 22 and 23 remaining
in the operating position b). The rotation of the second
support element 23 is illustrated by an arrow in Fig. 4a.
[0063] In the example, the second support element 23
can rotate around an eccentric axis 23a and it has a coun-
terweight 23b that, due to gravity, generates the force
that tends to arrange it in this operating position b). Other
means can be used as an alternative or to complement
the effect of gravity to turn the second support element
towards this position, including elastic means.
[0064] In the variant represented, the second support
element 23 is essentially horizontal when the receiving
group 24 adopts the operating position b). It is possible
to provide the second support element 23 with an outer
profile such that eventual supporting the male group 4
on this element during the closing operation of the doors
does not cause the rotation thereof in the opposite direc-
tion, that is, towards the direction adopted in Figs. 4a, 4b
and 6. For this reason, it is envisaged that the contact
area of the male group 4 on the second support element
23 is located above the horizontal projection of the axis
23a around which the aforementioned second support
element 23 rotates. This vertical gap in the support area
will tend to rotate the second support element 23 in a
direction opposite to that which it would have in the initial
position thereof. In cooperation with a rotation stop, it is
not only able to prevent the undesired return of the sup-
port element to the original position thereof, but it is also
able to prevent excessive rotation in the opposite direc-
tion. Other solutions are possible, including providing the
second support element 23 with a contact profile such
that the breakdown of forces has a greater vertical com-
ponent, ascending in this case, and which consequently
tends to rotate this second contact element 23 in the di-
rection opposite to that which will once again guide it to
the original position thereof.
[0065] In general, the landing doors are equipped with
an energy accumulating means, conventionally potential
energy, that is charged during the opening of the landing
doors, either, for example, by means of a spring or a
counterweight, which tends to arrange the landing door
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in the closed position thereof. By conventionally calibrat-
ing these means, during the closing operation of the
doors the male element 4 acts as a brake, traveling at a
speed slower than that of the accumulating means when
it alone would press the landing door. As a result, during
the closing operation, the forward vane 4a of the male
group will continue to be folded, subject to the force that
the first support element 22 will exert on it.

Claims

1. A system (100) for temporarily coupling a car door
(1) to a landing door (30) of an elevator installation
with sliding doors, the landing door comprising at
least one leaf (32) and the car door further compris-
ing at least one leaf (2) and the system (100) com-
prising:

- a male device (101) that is located between a
car door actuator (3) and the leaf (2) of the car
door (1) and has a male group (4) with a forward
vane (4a) and a rear vane (4b),
- a female device (102) with a receiving group
(24) that has a first and second support element
(22, 23) and can be fastened to the leaf (32) of
the landing door (2), such that the male group
(4) of the male device (101) can transit or remain
arranged with space between the first support
element and the second support element (22,
23) when the car (1) passes through the landing
(30) without stopping or when the car (1) stops
at the level of the landing (30), respectively, the
car and landing doors adopting the closed posi-
tion thereof, the system being characterized in
that
- the male group (4) does not have the ability to
expand between the first and second support
elements (22, 23) of the female device (102),
while
- the first and second support elements (22, 33)
of the female device (102) are movable, being
able to adopt several relative positions, at least
one being a standby position a), in which a suit-
able distance is determined therebetween so
that the male group (4) moves or is arranged
with a space between said first and second sup-
port elements (22, 23); and another position is
an operating position b), in which, given the
movement of said first and second support ele-
ments (22, 23) towards one another, a distance
is determined therebetween which reduces the
space with the male group (4) or which is enough
to adjust or hold them together to said male
group (4) for coupling between the male device
(101) and the female device (102), the change
between the standby position a) and the oper-
ating position b) being caused when, the male

group (4) being arranged between the first and
second support elements (22, 23), said male
group (4) is moved by the actuator (3) in the
opening direction of the car door and applies a
pushing force against the first support element
(22).

2. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterize in that the male group (4) is assembled
on a support (5) joined to the actuator (3) and coupled
with a certain amount of play between a first and
second end position A) and B) to a base (10) fas-
tened to the leaf (2) of the car door, the assembly of
the male device (101) in the car being adjusted in a
way that the support adopts the first end position A)
when the door is closed, such that when moving the
actuator (3) in the direction that ensures the opening
of the car door in a first phase of said opening oper-
ation the support (5) will move with respect to the
base (10) until the support (5) adopts the second end
position B) thereof, and in a second phase of the
opening operation by stopping of the support (5)
against the base (10), the first will entrain the second
with movement, thereby moving the leaf (2) of the
car door.

3. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterized in that the support (5) of the male
group (4) is assembled on the base (10) in a movable
way but guided by means of a set of pins and sliders
(9, 8), stops determining the respective first and sec-
ond end positions A), B) of the support (5) with re-
spect to the base.

4. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterized in that the stops are formed by the
ends of the sliders (8).

5. The system (100) according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, characterized in that the forward
vane (4a) is movable with respect to the support (5)
and towards the rear vane (4b); and in that the base
(10) is equipped with movable interlocking means
(19) configured to cooperate with a fixed element
(18) of the car to prevent the movement of said base
(10), and therefore that of the leaf (2) of the door, at
the start of an opening operation of the door, these
interlocking means (19) being actuated by the move-
ment of the forward vane (4a) in the direction towards
the rear vane (4b).

6. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterized in that the interlocking means com-
prise a hook (15) articulated to the base (10) having
a cam surface (15a) configured to receive the sup-
port and push of a sensing element (16) connected
to the forward vane (4a) when the support (5) is in
the second end position B) thereof with respect to
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the base (10).

7. The system (100) according to claims 5 or 6, char-
acterized in that the forward vane (4a) is rotative or
is foldable around a longitudinal axis but adopts a
standby position by default which is essentially nor-
mal to the plane of the leaf (2) and from which it can
rotate towards the rear vane (4b) by loading an elas-
tic means (7).

8. The system (100) according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, characterized in that

- the first support element (22) of the receiving
group (24) adopts the standby position a) by de-
fault, while
- the second support element (23) is urged by a
force that tends to arrange it in the operating
position b), having, nevertheless, a contact sur-
face (23c) aimed to cooperate with a fixed com-
ponent (27) of the landing (30) such that when
the landing door is closed, this fixed component
(27) of the landing forces the second support
element (23) to adopt the standby position a),
and all this such that when the first support ele-
ment (22) receives a push from a male group
(4) arranged between the first and second sup-
port elements (22, 23) in the direction that en-
sures the opening of the landing door, the first
support element (22) will move towards the op-
erating position b) in a first phase of the opening
operation, and the receiving group (24) will move
together with the associated leaf (32) of the door
in a second phase of the opening operation, sep-
arating the second support element (23) from
the fixed component (27) that prevents the ro-
tation thereof so that it will also adopt the oper-
ating position b) thereof to hold or adjust to the
male group (4) with the first support element
(22).

9. The system (100) according to claim 8, character-
ized in that the female device (102) comprises lock-
ing means (28) with a movable lock (28a) configured
to cooperate with a fixed protrusion (29) of the land-
ing to prevent the receiving group (24), and therefore
the leaf (32) of the door, from moving at the start of
an opening operation of the landing door, and in that
the first support element (22) is connected to said
movable lock (28a), this movable lock (28a) being
actuated by the movement of the first support ele-
ment (22) between the standby position a) and op-
erating position b).

10. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterized in that the movable lock (28a) is con-
figured as a lever that can rotate around a rotation
axis (22a), comprising an arm or power area where

the first supporting element (22) is joined to and an
arm or resistance area generally configured as a
hook.

11. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterized in that the movable lock (28a) is con-
figured such that the first supporting element (22) is
in the standby position a) due to gravity.

12. The system (100) according to any one of claims 8
to 10, characterized in that the second support el-
ement (23) can rotate around an eccentric axis (23a)
and has a counterweight (23b) that generates the
force that tends to arrange it in the operating position
b) thereof due to gravity.

13. The system (100) according to the preceding claim,
characterized in that the second support element
(23) is configured such that in the operating position
b) the point or contact area that would receive the
eventual push of the rear vane (4b) of the male group
(4) is located on the other side of the horizontal pro-
jection of the axis (23a) that it occupies when the
second support element (23) is in the standby posi-
tion a).
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